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The problea of autoaatlc caaera track*

Ing of aoblle object! li addressed with specific
reference to reaote aanlpulatora and using either
lined or aoblle caaeras.

The technique uses a

fclneaatlc approach eaploylng 4 « 4 coordinate
rranaforaatIon auitrtcea to eolve for tha needed
caaera TV) and TIU' anflee.

No vision feedback

ayatcas are usedt aa the required Input data are
obtained entirely froa position seniors fro* tha
ajnlpulator end the caaera-posltlonlng. bystea.
All hsrdwars requtreaenta are generally aatlsfted
by currently available relate ainlpulacor ayateas
with a supervisory coaputer.

The systca discussed here iapltnents linear
plus on/off ("bang-bang") closed-loop control
with a 12-deu dcadbsnd.

The deadband area la

deslrsble to avoid operator "aeaalckncse" cauaed
by continuous caaera aovetsent*

Progrsaalng

considerations for caners control> Including
operator Interface optione, are discussed.

Tha

esaaple problea presented la based on an actual
iapleaentatlsn using a PDr 11/34 coaput»r, a
TeleOperator Syateaa SH-229 sianlpulator, and ao
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) caaerapoaltlooing aystea.

* Research ajponaorad by tha Offlca of Spent Fuel Management end
Reprocaialng Syateaa, U.S. Departaent of Energy, under Contract
Mo. H-7<O5-eng-26 with Union Carbide Corporation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Servomanipulators are used for remote nalntenance and repair work In hazardous and/or lnac~
cesilble environment* such as high radiation,
under water, or outer space.

Tlieee systems

conlst of similar master and slave manipulators.
Each manipulator has two 6-degree-of-frecdoa
(OOF) eras vlth end effectors.

As the operator

moves the oaster arms the slave arms follow the
notions of the caster In real time. Rt-cote
closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras send
pictures of the working environment back to
television screens for the operator to view.

This paper presents a technique for driving
these cameras to follow automatically the motion
of the slave end effector.

As the naln use for

the camerat 1B viewing the actions of the cad
effector, Automatic tracking significantly
reduces the burden placed on the operator.

Con-

tinuous work la poaatble, ns intermittent camera
adjustments are no longer needed.

The technique •

la a cocbination oE software transforoattone to
determine end-effector location, and hardware
servo^ACtlvaCion to position tne cameras
properly >

The TeleOperator Systems1 (TOS) Model SH-2Z9
servQmanlpulator vlth boom-counted onboard cameras Is shown plctorlally In Fig* 1 and schematically In Pig. 2.

This eyeceo Is In operation at

the OKKL Remote Systems Development Facility
(RSDF), where the technique described here waa
developedv

The servoaanlpulator has two aervo-

actutted oechanlcal arms mounted on the telescoping hoist of a three-axis positioner, thus
allowing the arms to reach anywhere within the
reoote environment.
on the hoist tube.

Two cameras are also counted
The camera positioner can

extend mad rotate about the hoist axis to position the camera base as well as pan and tilt to
direct the earner* orientation.
shown In Fig. 2*

These notions are

II.

KINEMATICS
The kinematics it re bundled ay nteiant leal ly

by expressing each notion and systcn parameter
(•ee

Table 1 ) , whether It it * constant

distance

transfer or a variable angle, in tenas of a 4 » 4
transformation matrix. 2

In this Banner, differ-

ent paths starting and ending at arbitrary
points can be described

In »«trix fora.

common

Since

both pathi have the same starting end ending
point, the matrix elements representing the *c, y,
and z positions of each transformation are equal.
This yields three equations, which enn be used to
solve for the earners FAN and TILT angles, nnd
also the distance from the camera to the end
effector.

The position of the end effector relative

to

the hoist axis (shoulder pivot elevation) can be
described by a path through the oanlpulntor
Fig. 3 ) *

(see

Given a starting position and orienta-

tion on the hoist axis, this path begins with a
(variable) rotation about the hotat
(shoulder rotation), followed

(x) axis

by a constant

distance transfer ( d ^ ) to the shoulder pivot
potnt*

Next

U

a variable rotation

(shoulder

pitch) about the Z Q axis, Z$ followed by a
(constant) 90-deg rotation about the X Q axla.
Th* purpose of this la oerely to shift
reference axes In such a way that

the

the next

variable rotation (in this case, the shoulder
roll a n g l e ) is about the new (Zj) axis.

The path proceed* with a variable

rotation

(shoulder roll) * bout the 2^ axla, a constant
<fi*tance trans

(dj) to the elbow pivot, and

another 90-tlef

notation to align the new Z2

with the elbr

pitch

axis.

axis

Table >•

Parameter dcflrltloni
Paraeictcrs

Definition

Dlntince (In.)

llaltt axis Co shoulder pivot (y-dlr)
Hoist axli to shoulder pivot (c-dlr)
Manipulator uppar arm length
OffBCt of forearm axis Iron elbow pivot
Korcara length
Toop gripper length
X dir offset of Camera 1 axis (ro»
shoulder pivot
X dir offset of Camera 2 axil froai
shoulder pivot
Y dir offset of Camera 1 axis froi
shoulder pivot
Y dlr offset of Camera 2 axis froa
shoulder pivot
On&et of camera axis from camera pivot
Symbol
Zj

t .0
13 .5
22 .00
2 .5
26 .5
6 ,5
9 .0

0.0
9*75
9.7S
7.25

Definition
Cacera 1 extension from hotst axla

?2

Ca-oera 2 cxtenalon fron holat axlt

R0T1
R0T2
SHRT
0.
0.
0,
CL
0,
0,

Camera 1 rotation about hoist axis
Camera 2 rotation about hoist axla
Rotation of shoulder about holat axil
Shoulder pitch (150 deg, -100 deg)
Shoulder roll (=45 deg)
Elbow pitch (+50 deg, -135 deg)
Elbow roll (YMi) (1180 deg)
WrlBt pitch (+120 deg, -45 deg)
Hciit roll (360 deg)
•See Fig. 2.

(33-1/2 4 « t '
to 47-1/8 In.)
(2B-7/8 i o ^ * '
to 42-1/4 In.)
(1180 deg)
(:1BO deg)
( H 8 0 deg)

Each of the four remaining degrees of freedom <DOFs) of the manipulator a m arc handled
•latlarly; that la, * variable rotation about the
Z ftxfa, a constant distance transfer (to the melt
of the next DOF)» and a constant rotation to
align the new Z axis with the axia of rotation of
the next UOF.

It la Important to note that after

the final DOF (wrist roil), a constant rotation
t* Made which Is equal and opposite to the tun of
all the previous constant rotations*

Thus, the

net shift of the reference axis Is zero, aud the
final reference axes are realigned with the
initUl reference mxe*.

The position of the end effector relative to
the hoist axia can be described by a path through
the camera positioner and along the camera axle
to the end effector (see Fig. 4 ) . Given the same
starting position and orientation as the previous
path, this path begins with a variable rotation
about the hoist (x) axis (the camera rotation
angle)*

Note that as the shoulder and caoers

routlon arc about the same axis, the relative
angle can be substituted for shoulder rotation
angle, and this ntcp can be eliminated.

A distance tranufer to the caoera pivot
point iollovs.

Referring to Fig. 4, note that

the camera arm can extend « variable distance Z2*
The variable PAN rotation About the x axis
follows, Jind then a variable rotation about the
x axis-

With the proper PAN and TILT angles, the

camera li now pointing directly at the end effector*

For this system- the camera pivot point 1*

a short distance off the camera axia.

Thus, this

path Is concluded vlth a constant distance transfer to the caaera axis, and an unknown distance
transfer along the camera axis to the end
effector.

The analytical problua ran be stated us
follows;

Given the values of the parameters and

variables of the ssnlpulator and camera positioner, what PAN snd TILT angles are needed to
JttJrThe camera at the end effector?

The coouaon starting point for the two paths
to the end effector was arbitrarily chosen as the
hoist axla at ahouldcr pivot elevation In order
to conveniently separate the kinematics of the
manipulator and the camera positioner.

The

equations for the needed PAN and TILT angles are
obtained by aelectlng a common starting point, at
the camera pivot point, with the TILT angle
associated with one path and a PAN angle associated with the Becond path.

This uncouples the

unknowns when the xt y, and x positions of each
path are equated.

The kinematics equations are

derived and solved In detail In Appendix A.

III.

IMPLEMENTATION

Requirements for Implementation of the
tracking algorithm Include appropriate equipment,
a position control algorithm, user friendly
nan/&*chinu Interfacing, and the dosign of s
real-time camera control software package as
described below.

The position Information for each independent variable Is needed and can be obtained
easily from potentiometers.

Rotary potentiom-

eters are atandard equipment on the TOS SM 229,
and are also provided on the camera-positioning
system.

A host computer with analog Input and

output capability la required.

/
V,

Proper drlvr signals to the canera pan snd
tilt drive* fcust tie applied in order to achieve
the de«Sred canera angle*,

A staple control

algoritlm consisting of linear control plus bangbang control with a deadband waa lnpleaented for
the following reasons;

1*

Because a steady caoer* la desirable,

cacera drive* generally have friction characterlitlct that dominate their Inertia. Therefore,
when the camera drive signal stops, very little
additional notion occurs.

2.

It la desirable to place a dvadband of

about 12 dee around the desired canera position
ao that snail movements of the end effector will
not cause camera motion; continuous caoera motion

3*

A pure tine delay exists between the

time the position data Is read and the time the
drive signal Is sent*

The magnitude of the bang"

bang drive signal is ett so thut time delay cannot cause the enncra to overshoot the deadband.
Note that in thlo way the caccra stops at •
random point inside of the dcadbandt And thus the
average error 1B About half the dcadbnntt width*

A block diagram for the control nyuU'so Is showi;
In Fig. 5.3

Four bodes were implemented for Automatic
cater* tracking!

One-time point-to-point, con-

tinuous potnt-co-point, fully continuous, and
voice command.

Two main (armors were considered

ID evaluating the different node*.

First, exces-

sive camera movement, particularly with rapid
directional changes, can cause the operator to
feel seasick,*

Second, the purpose of automatic

tracking Is to reduce operator work load, and
therefore operator switching requirements should
be atlnislzed*

The four nodes of lnpleocnting

automatic tracking are Kunmarlied In Table 2.

la one-time point-to-point tracking, the
Initiating proapt was the touching of a switch on
the camera control console.

The system variables

were read once, and the canera(s) driven to the
calculated PAN and TILT angles.

Although this

resulted In zero excessive earner* movement,
operator Input was required for every camera
adjustment.

Continuous point-to-point tracking was
•lollar to the one-time node, except that the
routine repeated ittu-lf upon reaching the last
calculated orientation until the switch w«s
turned off*

The smooth camera notion and dead-

band alnlaltrd executive camera ooveocnt, and
operator Input was considerably reduced*

It was

observed, however, that significant lag occurred
between actual and predicted location due to the
slow speed of camera positioner motions and the
elapaed time between calculations and reaching
the actual desired position.

Fjlly contlnous tracking was sinllar to
sontlnous point-to-point tracking, except that
the desired PAN and TILT angles were updated with
each pass through the loop.

This allowed the

cameras to follow the end effector faster la real
ti.e.

Q>
^

Table 2.

Han-twichlne Interface (HHI) model
Advantages

DlnadvAntnp.es

-Pne-^tlae
potnt-to-point

No excessive camera
Bovenent.

Frequent tuinual
Input required*

Continuous
polnt-to-polnt

Little excessive
closers noveoent;
little operator
Input required*

Slightly reduced
real-time speed.

Fully continuous

Optioua real-time
speed*

Excessive camera
movement*

Voice connand

So annual Input
required;
no excessive cnoers
oovcoent•

Reduced renl-tlme
speed,

To Icpleacnt voice command tracking, a voice
recognition package was Integrated into the
camera control software, with one-llae point-topolnt tracking Initiated by the voice command

,y-.

"Chopra One track" or "Caaera Two tt^c\h^f This
offered the dUtlncC advantage of allowing the
operator to twitch tr> automatic tricking without
retracing the oanlpulators.

The software for real-time camera control
vas written In FORTRAN FOUR PLUS and implemented
on a PDP 11/34 computing system.

The package

handles all oanlpulator transformations and
controla for the on-bo«rd cameras.

A flowchart

for the tssk Is ehown In Fig* 6.

Connunlcation between the host and the
rrnote envtronnont ii provided over a tnultlpl^xing link*

The Initiating prompt find drive

sl^nnlt are nent frota the host to mi 8085 microprocessor tn the rcmotf cell.

The 6085 perform

th«* servQ-nctlvftHon of the caciers POFs and
return* caopra position lnfornntion nnd Unit
• t«tu» to the host.

VoltnB*>» tt^n the niBnlpuln-

tor position potentiometers sre tny it directly to
the rDP 11/34 A/U ports.

Input from the operator

station Includes direct analog voltages from
nanual joystick potent 1onetera, and digital
Inputs froa switches.

Software switching was

designed to allow cooplete manual override of
automatic tracking.

The required calculation tine was neaaured
by putting -ach subroutine In a tight "DO" loop
for 500 iterations and using a aye tea subroutine
(SECS'DS) to find the total tine required.

It waa

f
/
.*

found that subroutine TRACK, which receives the
row position data and calculates the needed PAN
And TILT angles for both caoeras, required
0.0115 a per loop*

Subroutine AUTDRV, which

receives t*ie needed and actual FAN and TILT
angles and generates the appropriate drive signals, required only 0.0013 • per loop.

Thus, the

total calculation tlae was considerably less than
the time delays specified In the code used to

\

•lov total loop speed to about 3 Hz.

(Three H E

w«* considered to give satisfactory perfornance,
«nd Blowing Che tAsk to this speed allowed
greater freedos (or other real-time tasks.)

Note

that this saeasured calculation tise doe* not
Include th* data acquisition time, which It quite
device dependant.

IV. RESULTS

For the TOS SH-229 system with a host
PDP 11/34, the calculated PAN and TILT angles for
each caaera were manually checked by centering
Che end effector In the corresponding TV screens
and requesting the tioit computer to print the
Actual and desired PAN and TILT angles.

For the

full range of enntpulator and cnocra configurations, the Average error vat 0.9 deg and the
vaxlaum error wne 2.0 deg*

Adding a conatont

correction factor of up to 11 o>g to each TAN and
TILT angle resulted In an average error of
0.4 drg and H mnxlnucs error of 1.1 dog, vhlch was
considered satisfactory.

In fact, this error Is

ouch smaller than the deadband values of -2 deg*

The caiaera variable calibration was one
error source. The pan, ttlt, rotate, and extend
variables vere calibrated using hand-drawn chalk
lines between plunbobs, protractors, rulers, and
visual sightings along the cataers axis.

Uncer-

tainties were *.6tlcated at about ±2.5 deg,
1*0 deg, l.S deg, And 0.5 In. for Che pan, tilt,
rotate, and extend respectively.

Cantilever

bending of the caoera booms was another source of
error.

This resulted in a slight position change

and angular offset, so that the pan and tilt
angles were not truly about the horizontal and
vertical axes.

Note that this could be measured

and Included in the V.inenatic oodel If desirable.
The oanlpulator a m angles vere ocasurod with
bubble balance protractors accurate to SO.5 deg,
resulting in mlnln.i] uncertainty in these
variables*

V.

SlWttRY

A successful nutoaatic canera tracking
ayitea has been denonstra red at the Remote
Syateaa Development Facility. Utilizing 4 * 4
matrix representation of manipulator and canera
locations and orlentttloni, the needed canera PAN
and TILT angles are determined in real tlae.
The reaponte of manipulator operator* to thlt
new development han been very poaltlve as It
reduces both cental and nanual operator activity
by automating canon positioning tusks• Similar
trAcklag techniques will be applied to future
manipulator ayntems developed by the Remote
Control Engineering Croup at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
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APPENDIX A

T h U appendix contains tha equation! (or the
PAN and TILT angles for the RSDF ayttea with the
TQS Kodei SH-229 un!puUtor<

Notation and Noeenciature;
Rot(x,6D) - rotation about the X axla an
angle 6
Transjd ,d ,d ) - translation a distance d I D
the x direction, d
direction, and d

in the y
In the t

x
direction
dj

•* hoist axis co ahoulder pivot

d|

* hoist axis to «hou2der pivot

distance (y direction)

distance (z direction)
d, * shoulder pivot - elbow pivot
distance, inches
dj - forears axis offset froa
rlbov, inches d^ - elbow pivot
- wrlat pivot distance along
forearm, inches
d^

• vrlst offset froa forcara
axil, inches

dt * wrlat plvox - tong -V:nd
distance, Inches
XI, Yl, 21 • x, y, *n<H t distances froa the
holtt axis at ahoulder pivot
rlcvatlon to the earner* one
pivot point (all poRltive)
X2, Y2, 12 » same as above but for Caaera 2
PAN1» PAN* " pan angles for Cameras 1 and 2
TILT1, TILT2

» tilt angles - i/2 for cameras
1 and 2

d

* offset of cucicra axis fron
camera pivot point (same for
both cameras)

d_ * dlstance frocs camera to tong
gripper
HOT1, R0T2 • rotation angles for cameras 1
and 2
SHRT * rotation of the shoulder
S

x' C x '

SIK

<*>' COS(x)

Tfr - total manipulator a m
transformation matrix
T .T T

• x. y. and t position of the
tong relative to the shoulder
pivot as deterained In

DERIVATION OF HAN1PUUT0K
TRANSFORM, Tfc

Each motion of the ana la represented by to
"A" transform.

This transform, a 4 * 4 matrix,

represents one Independent notion*

It nay also

represent characteristics of the physical systea,
•uch as the length of one of the linkages, and/or
mathematical manipulations which slapllfy the
model, such as a shifting of the reference axes.

Tin1, following describes the calculstlons
required to deteratne the position and orientation of the SH»229 (manipulator.

Tranaform A represents the following
n
proceca:
1)

Rotation about the, Z

2)

Translation alone the Z , axis a dlan-i
tatice d

3)

Tranafonn A oniy; Translate along the
Y . kxl« a dUtance <T
n-l
^

4}

axis an angle 0

Rotation of Die reference axes an angle
a

n

about the v aiJu OR an angle P about
—"
n

[; y .xJs.
The A transformr. are detenaloed *• followi;

A3 - Rot(i,0 3 ) TransCO.-dj.
The cent Rot(y, i/2) represent! the angle 0 given
In Table A.I. An angle a would correspond to
Rot(x ( Q).

Theae terms are Included only for

consistency, 10 that all variable rocaelons are
about the Z axis (helpful when node ling syscea
dynaalcs).

Tabls &•!» T r m i l o n & t t o n
Trtnttora

V<rt*ble

a

1

6,

i,2

0

0

Shoulder pitch

2

02

-i/2

0

<)j

Shoulder r o l l

3

0,

0

*

0k

0

5

es

•/!

6

66

-t/2

*Ah'

i

Motion

»/2 - d ,

Elbow pitch

- l / 2 4*,-4s~

E!1 >1

" '

r o U

0

0

Wrist pitch

0

<)e

Wrtit r o l l

0

0

1

0

0

i 0
1 0 X 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 1
0

0

0

0

-h

0

Cj

Sj

0

0

0

0

- -1
0

*

O

l i i n t he y d i r e c t i o n .

C5

NOTE:

t

pkraaetart

0
•

<=3

X

0

i

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

cI3S3
-<

0
l

For each ««trix, the flrat three eleacnt>
of the first colucan represent Che x,y(s
conponent* of the new x ««1». Slalltrly,
the first three elemcntn of the tecond and
third colunne represent the x ( yk and t
coaponente of the new y and z axe»> The
fourth coluan's flrat three elementa
represent Che xt yt and c distances of the
new origin froa the base origin In the
directions of the base origin.

The rtit of the A Mtrlcei are •• [ollovi:
C,
S,
0
0

A, -

0 S,
0 -C 1
1 0
0 0

0
0
0
1

Cj 0 -Sj 0
Sj 0 Cj 0
• 0 - 1
0 dj

0

0

0

1

0

-S,

•*„

S,

o

c,

- s , -e

1 0

0

o

o

s5
0
0

o
o
1
0

Cc

0

o

s6 o
A6 - 0 -J
0 0

tk
i

s5
-cs
0
0

o
o
0
1

"i

c6 o
0
0

it
1

The poaitlom and orientations of each Joint
vlth reipect to the fixed fraae or each other are
easily found by luilr.tplying the appropriate A
traniforwa.
Elhov ontrlx • T2 • A| A2 •

'. Wi

-h ^ i h

->2S1

s,c 2

c,

Sj

0

-s,s 2 -^ 2 c,
Cj

0

0

0

0

1

Vrti

V,,
Wj,

"SI " «

"Jl

"I

o

o

t

-

o

C,CjC3 - S,S3
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If one Marti at the hoi it axis at the elevation of the shoulder pivot, there are two
paths;

A)

!•

Rotate about the hoist axis the nhoulder

2*

Translate to the shoulder pivot,

rotation angles,

3*

Rotate/translate along the canlpulator
arm to the long gripper*

B)

1.

Rotate about the hoist axis the canern
rotation angle,

2*

Translate to the camera pivot point,

3.

PAN,

4.

TILT,

5*

Translate to the camera axla, and

6*

Translate along the camera axis to the

The reference axes are as follow*:

x: + - downward parallel to hoist axts
y: + - horizontal toward north wall
t: + - horizontal toward cast wall

The two paths are described as follows:

Rot(x,SHRT)TRAKS(Ofdly) - d u ) T & R0T(x,ROT2)TRAKS(-Xl,Yl(Zl)ROr (x.PANl)
ROT(2,TlLTl)TRAKS(dr,dyt0)
Note:

The above equations are equal I D

position only, not orientation.

The TILT angle used la the actual TILT-i/2
({or convenience)•

U t SUCH - SI1RT-K0T1, then

TRANS <0,<ily, - d u ) T 6
• »OT(Z,mTl)TRAKS(d Tl d y ,0

T M » BAtrtx «f)uatton ylelda three sealer
equation* upon equating the x, y, and x
potltlooa:

<tJ) T^ + Xj- iiTCOS(TILTI) - i SJN(TILTI)
(2)

COS(PANl)[l'COS(SHCH)

-CT Z - dl2>SIN<SHCM) - Yl]
+ SIN(PAM) K |T'SINfSHCH) + (T^ - d,z>

d COS(T11.T1)

-SIN(CA.Sl)|rCOS(SHCH) -

(TS
* COS(SHCM) - ZlJ - 0

The PAN angle can be deternloed froa Eq. (3):

The TILT Angle t» « bit sore Involved:

•

&

•

T,ST

- COS(IILTl). SIN(TILTI)

Then,

(1)
(*>

Multiplying Eq. (1) by yr- *ad subtracting
K<1. (2).

Applying S_ 2 • 1 - C

d

r

2

and §quarlng both sldea.

«ec2(TILTl) - X'2

+ K,'.

•tc' • t»n* + 1, «o

(X'2 - d 2 )un 2 (TlLTl) - (2K1X')tan(TU.Tl)
+ Ki 2 - d y 2 - 0,

X - ) 2 - (K
i

t.n(IILTJ) - .

Note that i-he ~ / ( ) root wag uaed<

Thi» wai

deterolned from the phyelc* of the problem by
noting that if d

* 0, the tilt angle would be

larger then that of d

• +.

